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Message to Ethiopian Youth and Children in the Diaspora  

 
 
Dear Ethiopian Youth and Children in the Diaspora, 

 

I am writing this letter to you as an eternal reminder that this country is your home and that you 

will always be a part of Ethiopia. On my various bilateral-centered travels around the world, I have 

seen the hope that you embrace for your country, and the type of humane society that you hope 

Ethiopians would live in. You understand ‘Medemer’ and always have sought ways to be unified as 

one. Your sensitivity to the needs of others and the immediate action you take to help is at the core 

of Ethiopia - the New Horizon of Hope. A place of mystical wonders, cultures, rich traditions with a 

colorful mosaic of people whose faiths are as strong as her people.  

 

Today, Ethiopia is experiencing a resurrection of hope. Hope that you have fought for from a 

distance. Hope that you and your parents, near and far, have prayed for. Hope that you held on to 

even when at times it seemed impossible. You held an enduring love and an unwavering faith in the 

possibilities of Ethiopia being a great nation. You never lost sight of light that leads to hope. As such, 

you dressed up and flaunted your Ethiopian identity at your school’s international day celebration; 

you hosted Ethiopian day and, proactively engaged in policies of your host nations that may concern 

the betterment of Ethiopia. You proudly held up Ethiopia’s flag wherever you could and defended 

your country’s glorious history. It is my wish you continue sharing in your various spheres of 

influence all that makes Ethiopia great.  
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It is also my wish that you seize the current prevailing opportunities and good will to contribute to 

your country when it needs you most. Alongside our greatness, we also shoulder as a country, many 

challenges and responsibilities that requires our concerted efforts as Ethiopians. As you know the 

rainy season in Ethiopia is upon us and schools are closed. Similarly, where most of you reside, the 

summer break is also ahead of you. I hope during the period you will take time to think about your 

country and the ways in which you can act in its favor. Many of the pleasures and conveniences you 

enjoy in the respective countries you live in have all been built on solid foundation. The roads you 

drive on, the playgrounds and parks you play in, the libraries in which you study – those that came 

before you planted these seeds, watered them and nurtured them until they bloomed.  

 

As Ethiopian youth and children in the Diaspora, Ethiopia also belongs to you as the next caretaker 

generation. While my administration and I work tirelessly to build a democratic country, I welcome 

you to come home during the rainy season and to take part in the new experiences, be a part of the 

tangible and sustainable developments being made in every corner and direction, teach us to do 

things differently and better with your immeasurable knowledge, and to simply enjoy the various 

tourism attractions and destinations Ethiopia, your home country, has to offer.  

 

While the needs are plenty and the opportunities to contribute even greater, I call upon you to at 

least engage in the following five things during the Ethiopian rainy season and your respective 

summer breaks:   

1. Do not lose hope on your country. Focus your energy and drive on the seedlings of hope for 

they will soon flourish into reality with our collective efforts. Believe that we have the 

capacity to change; to act and to make history. Let not temporary obstacles be a defining 

factor.  

2. Be a vehicle for knowledge transfer to Ethiopia. Introduce novel ways of doing things. Collect 

books, computers, medical equipment and other technologies where you are so that you 

may change the lives of your brothers and sisters here that need you. Develop digital libraries 

and enable students in Ethiopia to have free access to resources. Come and volunteer to 

teach skills and courses in schools here.   
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3. More importantly, you must organize yourselves to collect catalogues of books and other 

print materials in as many languages as possible for the newly announced library that is to 

be constructed in Addis Ababa as to ensure Ethiopia’s next-generation leaders, doctors, 

scientist, educators and interest of all fields do not leave Ethiopia to research any topic of 

interest whether it is for graduate, undergraduate, masters or PhD programs.  

4. Come and volunteer your time in various establishments throughout the country and share 

your knowledge and skills of modern and innovative service delivery. Ethiopia calls on the 

diaspora community to serve your home country through various types of volunteer 

activities such as the #EveryDayWeCleanEthiopia cleaning and cleansing initiative and the 

four billion tree planting project. 

5. Organize various youth discussion platforms in which you can share ideas on current 

challenges in the country and opportunities for overcoming them. Present study papers and 

discuss among yourselves; generate ideas and solutions and share them with us.  

 

I have paid and continue to pay keen attention to your economic abilities and contributions. We 

must work together to narrate the story of the present and set in stone the guiding principles for 

the future. With the rapid changes, Ethiopia’s societal needs are insurmountable and evident. The 

resources that are at the disposal of the diaspora community are immeasurable. Our collective 

efforts are paramount in stabilizing the paradigm shift and one of the key ways to do so is through 

philanthropic endeavors and volunteerism.  

 

Similarly, I want to remind us all about our the most important sector that the Ethiopian diaspora 

can make a meaningful contribution in which will have an almost immediate impact - the tourism 

sector. Ethiopia boasts a total of nine UNESCO Heritage sites with eight of the nine sites being 

cultural sites with one natural site.  While tourism has lagged in the past, Ethiopia has introduced 

many reforms making tourism one of the key priority sectors for investment. It is no secret; tourism 

has compounded impact. Tourism contributes to local small and medium scale businesses, 

generates profits at every level of the sector, creates sustainable jobs. Ethiopia will benefit from the 

tax revenues generated and income across all regions will increase. Tourism, by far, creates the most 

direct effect within the sector specially in lodging, restaurants, transportation, museums and retail. 
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Here is where the diaspora community support is important for tourism by being the ambassadors 

of all things Ethiopia, encouraging global destination management agencies to turn their face 

towards Ethiopia and even, chaperoning groups to visit Ethiopia. It goes without saying that the 

diaspora holds many of the pertinent keys that will accelerate the growth and sustainable 

development of this country.  

  

While Ethiopia was built to be a great nation, I write this letter to affirm that you are needed in 

strengthening the pillars of Ethiopia as part of the elaborate mosaic of diverse people that comprise 

it. Greatness is only achieved when Medemer is our collective cause; a strong, unified Ethiopia that 

is filled with endless possibilities for her children today, tomorrow and generations to come.  

 

Welcome home to Ethiopia. 

 

 

Abiy Ahmed Ali 

Prime Minister of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia 

 


